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Urban Traffic Eco-driving: A Macroscopic Steady-State Analysis

Giovanni De Nunzio, Carlos Canudas de Wit, Philippe Moulin

Abstract— The problem of traveling at maximum energy
efficiency (Eco-Driving) is addressed for urban traffic networks
at macroscopic level. The scope of this paper is the analysis of
the steady-state behavior of the system, given certain boundary
flows conditions fixed by traffic lights timings, and in presence
of a traffic control policy based on variable speed limits. The
formal study is carried out on a two-cells variable length model
adapted to the urban setup from previous works on highway
traffic [1][2]. Informative traffic metrics, aimed at assessing
traffic and vehicles performance in terms of traveling time,
infrastructure utilization and energy consumption, are then
defined and adapted to the new macroscopic traffic model.
If congestion in a road section does not spill back or vanish, the
system is stable and many different equilibrium points can be
reached via variable speed limits. Efficient operation points
and traffic conditions are identified as a trade-off between
optimization of global traffic energy consumption, traveling
time and infrastructure utilization.

Index Terms— Traffic energy, velocity planning, variable
speed limits, traffic lights.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of traffic congestion on urban roads is of

great public interest due to its influence on security and

pollution levels. Therefore it is of primary importance to

have tools to easily and effectively model and control traffic

evolution, as well as find optimal traffic configurations in

terms of energy consumption and other performance metrics.

Macroscopic traffic models, as opposed to microscopic

models, are very appealing for their simplicity and accuracy

in describing traffic evolution as a fluid in a pipe, by consid-

ering vehicles flows and densities. Many efforts have been

channeled by scientific community into analyzing highway

traffic from a macroscopic point of view, and the focus on

modeling urban traffic networks is relatively recent.

The existence of a macroscopic fundamental diagram for

urban roads with no turns and regulated by traffic signals has

been proven in [3], where the authors also provided some

experimental results. Therefore different types of macro-

scopic models adapted to the urban case have been proposed.

Models describing only queues length have been proposed in

[4][5] for the sake of simplicity and speed of the predictive

control strategy. However very often these control strategies

require long sampling times for the online implementation,

and the queue length as only state variable does not allow
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Fig. 1: Fundamental diagram with variable speed limits.

satisfactory assessment of the energy consumption in the

whole considered road stretch. The Cell Transmission Model

(CTM), originally proposed in [6], has also been adapted

to the urban environment. In [7][8], the authors extend the

original CTM by considering the effects of turnings and

channelization at the downstream end of a road section,

and a different computation of boundary flows is proposed

according to the position of the considered cell in the section.

In [9], the well-known CTM problem of poor accuracy in

the case of too long cells is addressed by improving the

computation of boundary flows with the information about

queue length, showing already the intuition of the necessity

of congestion length information for accurate description of

traffic evolution in a section.

Given the macroscopic model to describe traffic evolution,

the problem of computing traffic energy consumption is

critical and challenging. Many works have addressed this

topic on a highway setting proposing different strategies. In

[10], starting from a second order macroscopic model with

densities and velocities as state variables, the emissions cost

function is defined as a nonlinear polynomial function of

the average velocities in the different sectors. As opposed

to these average-speed based emissions models, dynamic

energy consumption models make use of motion variables

coming from individual vehicles. Within the objective of

combining simplicity of the macroscopic traffic models with

the accuracy of microscopic energy consumption models,

one of the main problems is how to reconstruct acceleration

profiles from macroscopic variables. In [11][12], the authors

approximate accelerations from the velocities returned by the

second order model (METANET), by considering the speed
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difference between successive time steps, and plug them into

the fuel consumption model VT-micro.

The contribution of this work is twofold. Firstly, at mod-

eling level, the Variable Length Model (VLM), proposed in

[1][2], is adapted and extended to the considered urban traffic

environment, by modeling boundary flows affected by both

traffic lights and a variable-speed-limits control structure.

This model offers important advantages with respect to other

first order or second order macroscopic models, since it

allows to accurately describe the traffic evolution in a road

section with only two cells and a variable representing the

moving front of congestion. The cyclic nature of the traffic

lights and system behavior allows finally to adopt an average

representation of the model by means of the averaging

method for periodic systems, in order to have a better

suited framework for analysis and control. A macroscopic

energy consumption model and known traffic performance

metrics have been adapted to the VLM in order to assess

traffic behavior. Secondly, at analysis level, a steady-state

evaluation of the traffic conditions is carried out in order

to identify the best operation points in terms of collective

energy consumption and other defined traffic metrics, and

to understand what control action can be designed. The

objective is to bring the system to a certain equilibrium by

means of variable speed limits such that energy consumption

is minimized in trade-off with important traffic metrics such

as travel time and travel distance. This type of control action,

which is supposed to be followed by all the vehicles in the

network, is made feasible by the new available technologies

in intelligent transportation systems (I2V and V2V commu-

nication, advanced driver assistance systems, etc.).

In section II the Variable Length Model is presented

and appropriately modified for the analyzed framework, in

section III traffic metrics and energy consumption model are

defined and adapted to the VLM, in section IV a steady-

state analysis of the possible operation points is performed,

conclusions and remarks in section V.

II. VARIABLE LENGTH MODEL FOR URBAN NETWORKS

The first instance of a macroscopic traffic model, intended

to solve the kinematic wave equation, was the LWR model

introduced in [13][14], which is a continuous first order

model of the form:

∂

∂t
ρ+

∂

∂x
φ(ρ) = 0 (1)

where ρ indicates the density of vehicles, φ(ρ) = ρv is the

flux of vehicles and v is their average velocity.

The Cell Transmission Model (CTM), introduced by Da-

ganzo in [6], is a well known and widely used discretized

version of the LWR, and in particular it is its first order

Godunov approximation. The main idea of the CTM is to

divide the road section under analysis into a certain number

of homogeneous cells. The key assumption, motivated by

experimental data, is that the vehicles travel at an equilibrium

speed v = v(ρ). Since the flow is defined as φ(ρ) = ρv(ρ),

one can represent an equilibrium flow function ϕ = φ(ρ)
called macroscopic fundamental diagram.

Despite its versatility in modeling highway traffic, CTM

presents some critical drawbacks in realistically depicting

density evolution and distribution when the discretization is

not fine enough (i.e. small number of too long cells) or when

congestion arises.

A. Ground Basis of Variable Length Model

The Variable Length Model (VLM), originally proposed in

[1] and further modified in [2], provides a better representa-

tion of the congestion, which in urban networks is very likely

to arise due to the presence of traffic lights. The number of

cells per section is reduced to two and each road section

is modeled with only three state variables: density in the

upstream free cell ρf , density in the downstream congested

cell ρc, position of the congestion front l. Consider a road

section of length L, then the free cell’s length will be (L− l)
and the congested cell’s length l. Density of vehicles in the

two lumped cells is averaged, which means notion of single-

vehicle behavior is lost. The dynamic equations of the VLM

are derived from the vehicles conservation principle:

d

dt
N = ϕin − ϕout, N =

∫ L

0

ρ(x, t) dx (2)

where N is the number of vehicles, ϕin and ϕout are the

inflow and outflow at the boundaries of the section of length

L. In the VLM setting, the number of vehicles is defined as:

N = ρf (L− l) + ρcl (3)

The domain of existence of the densities in the two cells is:

ρf ∈ [0, ρ∗(vf )]

ρc ∈ (ρ∗(vf ), ρm]
(4)

where ρ∗(vf ) is the critical density relative to the current

maximum allowed speed in the free cell:

ρ∗(vf ) =
wρm

vf + w
(5)

vf may be thought of as the current maximum speed limit

in the free cell and would be utilized as the control input in

a variable speed limit traffic controller, and ρm is the jam

density of the road section (see Fig.1).

The dynamic equations of the model are as follows1:

Σ1 :



























ρ̇f = [ϕin − φ(ρf )]
1

L− l

ρ̇c = [φ(ρc)− ϕout]
1

l

l̇ =
φ(ρf )− φ(ρc)

ρc − ρf

(6)

1The system structure described by (6) is an improvement of the model
presented in [1]. This new formalization of the model, described in [2], has
invariance properties by construction, that is the two state variables ρf and
ρc remain in their domain of existence (4), assuming that initial conditions
are taken in the domain of existence.
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The boundary flows are defined as:

ϕin = min {Din, Sf}

ϕout = min {Dc, Sout}
(7)

where Dc and Sf are:

Dc = min {ρcvf , ϕm(vf )}

Sf = min {w(ρm − ρf ), ϕm(vf )}
(8)

Assuming that the two cells have the same fundamental

diagram, the saturation function for demand and supply

depends on the maximum allowed speed limit:

ϕm(vf ) = ρ∗(vf )vf =
wρm

vf + w
vf (9)

Din ≤ Qmax is the input demand, Sout ≤ Qmax is the

output supply, and Qmax is the maximum capacity of the

road section which, once fixed maximum allowed velocity

(vmax), back-propagation speed of the congestion (w) and jam

density (ρm), is uniquely defined after the nominal critical

density as:

ρcr =
wρm

vmax + w
, Qmax = ρcrvmax (10)

The interface flows φ(ρf ) and φ(ρc), which correspond to

the demand of the free cell and the supply of the congested

cell respectively, due to the invariance properties of the

system may be simply defined as:

φ(ρf ) = Df = ρfvf

φ(ρc) = Sc = w(ρm − ρc)
(11)

B. Adaptation of VLM to the urban environment

Let us assume that the urban network under analysis

is divided into n sections separated by traffic lights. The

switching variable α(t) models the behavior of traffic lights

(Fig.2), and it obviously regulates the outflow of the section

acting like a valve enabling and disabling the output stream

of vehicles. The modeling variable takes on binary values

according to the current phase of the traffic light, it is cycle-

time (Tcycle) periodic and it is simply defined as:

α(t) = α(t+ Tcycle) =

{

1, if t ≤ τ ≤ t+ Tgr

0, if t+ Tgr < τ < t+ Tcycle

(12)

where Tgr and Tcycle represent the green phase time and the

cycle time of the traffic light, respectively.

Then the boundary flows of section i ∈ [1, n], applying the

known demand-supply formalism for merging traffic, vary

depending on the position of the considered section in the

network and on the current speed limit.

Inflow for the section i is now defined as:

ϕin,α(t, vf ) = αi−1(t) ·min {Din, Sf} (13)

and the input demand, assuming that a queue is present

before every traffic light, is:

Din =

{

ϕm(vf,i−1), if i = 1

min {Dc,i−1, ϕm(vf,i−1)} , otherwise
(14)

Fig. 2: Urban section scheme with model variables.

Outflow is defined as:

ϕout,α(t, vf ) = α(t) ·min {Dc, Sout} (15)

and the output supply is:

Sout =

{

ϕm(vf,i+1), if i = n

min {Sf,i+1, ϕm(vf,i+1)} , otherwise
(16)

For each section of the urban network, system Σ1 in (6)

now can be rewritten as:

Σ2 :



























ρ̇f = [ϕin,α(t, vf )− ρfvf ]
1

L− l

ρ̇c = [w(ρm − ρc)− ϕout,α(t, vf )]
1

l

l̇ =
ρfvf − w(ρm − ρc)

ρc − ρf

(17)

C. Averaged VLM

An interesting simplification of this model for control

purposes, to avoid the binary behavior of the switching

variable modeling the traffic light, is obtained and formally

justified with the averaging theory [15]. Let us consider a

system of the form

ẋ = ǫf(t, x, ǫ) (18)

where f is differentiable with respect to (x, ǫ) up to the

second order and it is ∆T -periodic in t, then we associate

with (18) an autonomous average system

ẋ = ǫfav(x) (19)

where

fav(x) =
1

∆T

∫ t+∆T

t

f(τ, x, 0) dτ (20)

System Σ2 satisfies the hypotheses of the averaging theory

since f(x) ∈ C2, and only the boundary flows ϕin,α(t, vf )
and ϕout,α(t, vf ) depend on the purely time-dependent vari-

able α(t). Therefore, the traffic lights behavior can be

averaged over the period (i.e. cycle time) as follows:

ᾱ =
1

Tcycle

t+Tcycle
∫

t

α(τ) dτ =
1

Tcycle

t+Tgr
∫

t

dτ =
Tgr

Tcycle

(21)
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Hence, averaging method applied to system Σ2, yields

boundary flows defined as:

ϕ̄in(vf ) = ᾱi−1 ·min {Din, Sf}

ϕ̄out(vf ) = ᾱ ·min {Dc, Sout}
(22)

and the new average system formulation, which will be used

as the reference model in the following analysis, is:

Σ3 :



























˙̄ρf = [ϕ̄in − ρfvf ]
1

L− l

˙̄ρc = [w(ρm − ρc)− ϕ̄out]
1

l

˙̄l =
ρfvf − w(ρm − ρc)

ρc − ρf

(23)

This simplification is also consistent with the store-and-

forward modeling approach [16]. The oscillatory behavior

of the system, induced by the traffic lights, is lost and the

vehicles entering or leaving the section may be seen as a

continuous flow passing through a bottleneck, as long as

demand and supply functions of upstream and downstream

cells are capacious enough. As natural consequences of this

approximation, no oscillations of the congestion length, due

to the green/red alternation, are represented by the model,

and the notions of cycle time and offset for the traffic lights

lose significance.

III. TRAFFIC PERFORMANCE METRICS

Traffic conditions need to be evaluated and assessed with

respect to performance metrics properly defined and adapted

to the employed model Σ3. It has to be recalled that the

interest of this work is in the steady-state analysis of the

system, therefore the performance metrics, for consistency,

will be evaluated over a period of the traffic light (Tcycle) at

steady-state.

A. Instantaneous Travel Time

Instantaneous Travel Time (ITT) may be defined as the

travel time that would result if traffic conditions remained

unchanged over the time span under analysis, and, for a

single vehicle, it is:

ITT(ρ) =
L− l

vf
+

l

vc
(24)

where velocity in a cell is a function of the density in that

cell and it is given by the general relationship [6]:

v(ρ) =







vf if ρ ≤ ρ∗(vf )

−w

(

1−
ρm

ρ

)

otherwise
(25)

B. Total Travel Time

Total Travel Time (TTT) is one of the most used and in-

formative global traffic metrics to assess nature of traffic and

vehicles behavior, besides being a socially critical measure

to be minimized. If ITT gives a step-by-step quantification

of the time a single vehicle would spend in the section, TTT

is global and it is only influenced by the evolution of the

number of vehicles inside the section over a certain time

horizon T . Total Travel Time for the VLM, over the traffic

light cycle time at steady state, is:

TTT(ρ) =

T
∫

0

L
∫

0

ρ(τ) dx dτ =

t+Tcycle
∫

t

[ρfL+ (ρc − ρf )l] dτ

(26)

Minimization of total time spent in a traffic network is

equivalent to maximization of flow. In other words, the ear-

lier the vehicles are able to exit the network (by appropriate

use of the available control measures) the smaller TTT will

be [16]. It is also important to notice that if reducing vf does

not induce a reduction of the inflow, the only effect would

be a redistribution of the vehicles inside the road section, the

average number of vehicles would not change and the TTT

would not be affected.

C. Total Travel Distance

Total Travel Distance (TTD) is a measure of how effi-

ciently the infrastructure is used in terms of occupancy and

traveling velocity. The infrastructure holder would like to

maximize this metric in order to have as many vehicles as

possible traveling at the maximum allowed velocity, that

is having a high utilization of the infrastructure with no

congestion. It is adapted to VLM and evaluated over the

traffic light cycle time as:

TTD(ρ) =

t+Tcycle∫

t

∫ L

0

φ(ρ, τ) dxdτ

=

t+Tcycle∫

t

L−l∫

0

φ(ρf , τ) dxdτ +

t+Tcycle∫

t

L∫

L−l

φ(ρc, τ) dxdτ

=

t+Tcycle∫

t

L−l∫

0

vfρf dxdτ +

t+Tcycle∫

t

L∫

L−l

w(ρm − ρc) dxdτ

=

t+Tcycle∫

t

{vfρfL+ [w(ρm − ρc)− vfρf ] l} dτ

(27)

D. Energy

Another important metric, usually not considered at

macroscopic level, is the energy consumption of the vehicles.

The energy consumption functional here is obtained as an

adaptation to the macroscopic case of the one in [17],

assuming that the vehicles in the traffic network are all

equipped with an electric motor (analogous metrics like the

VT-macro [11] could be used in the case of vehicles with

combustion engines). It is recalled that for a single vehicle

the model is written as:
{

ẋ = v

v̇ = h1u− h2v
2 − h3v − h0

(28)
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where parameters h are estimated for the electric motor under

analysis [18] and the single-vehicle control input (i.e. motor

torque), for constant-speed trips (i.e. average velocity v̄ is

constant within the cells), is:

ū =
1

h1

(

h2v̄
2 + h3v̄ + h0

)

(29)

Then power demand for an electric motor is given by:

P = b1uv + b2u
2 = f(v, v̇) (30)

where b1 and b2 are motor parameters defined in [17], and

for the particular case of constant-speed trips:

P̄ = b1ūv̄ + b2ū
2 (31)

Hence the energy functional may be generally written as:

E =

∫ T

0

P dτ (32)

At a macroscopic level, the energy consumption is affected

by the number of vehicles traveling in the road section

under analysis, along with velocity and acceleration of the

vehicles embedded in traffic flow. Therefore, by tailoring

the energy cost functional to the VLM, energy consumption

may be approximated as the sum of different contributions:

energy consumption in the free cell, energy consumption

in the congested cell, energy consumption at the interface

points between two adjacent cells. Velocity of the vehicles is

given by (25) and acceleration at the jump points (interfaces

between different cells) can be simply modeled as a constant:

a = min

{

amax,
∆v

∆k

}

(33)

where ∆k is the discretization step, and ∆v can be either

(vc−vf ) if the acceleration is the one at the interface between

the free and the congested cell of the considered section, or

(vf,i+1−vc) if the acceleration is the one applied to leave the

section downstream. Parameter amax indicates the maximum

acceleration a driver is going to apply and it can be fixed

according to safety and/or comfort policies.

Finally, the energy cost functional, over a time horizon

Tcycle, for one section for the VLM can be formulated as

follows:

E = Ef + Ec + Ef→c + Ec→f (34)

where energy consumption in the free cell for a constant

velocity (vf ) trip is:

Ef =

t+Tcycle
∫

t

P̄f (τ) · ρf (τ) · (L− l(τ)) dτ (35)

energy consumption in the congested cell for a constant

velocity (vc) trip is:

Ec =

t+Tcycle
∫

t

P̄c(τ) · ρc(τ) · l(τ) dτ (36)

Fig. 3: Range of possible operation points reachable at

steady-state via variable speed limits. vmax and vmin are given.

energy consumption due to the velocity change between the

free and the congested cell is:

Ef→c =

t+Tcycle
∫

t

P (τ) · ρf (τ) · vf (τ)∆k dτ (37)

and analogously energy consumption due to the velocity

change between the congested and the free cell downstream

of the traffic light is:

Ec→f =

t+Tcycle
∫

t

P (τ) · ρc(τ) · vc(τ)∆k dτ (38)

Note that in the power demand expression (30), used

to approximate energy consumption at the interfaces, v̇ is

assumed to be equal to a in (33) and v can be written as:

v(t) = v0 + a · t (39)

where v0 will be either vf or vc depending on the considered

transition.

IV. OPTIMAL STEADY-STATE VELOCITY

A. Problem formulation

The goal of this section is to analyze the steady-state

behavior of the system and select the velocity in the free cell,

via variable speed limits, which minimizes an objective func-

tion depending on energy consumption, ITT, TTT, TTD. As

working hypotheses, the scenario under analysis takes into

account one road section with two traffic lights regulating the

boundary flows. Upstream and downstream the considered

section there supposed to be enough demand and supply and

the traffic lights’ split ratios are set to be equal. This makes

the control problem more interesting due to the presence of

many possible steady-state operation points (Fig.3).

Problem 1: Given system Σ3 and a constant ᾱ for every

traffic light, find the optimal speed limit

v∗f = argmin
vf

{E + σ1ITT + σ2TTT − σ3TTD}
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under

vf ∈ Uv = {vf : vmin ≤ vf ≤ vmax}

l ∈ Ul = {l : 0 ≤ l ≤ L}

As the model is defined, it results evident that if there

is a difference in the boundary flows the system converges

naturally to either fully free or fully congested state. If the

system is in free state, Problem 1 is still well posed and

would be simpler since energy consumption would be given

only by the Ef contribution. On the contrary if the system

is in congested state, no control action can be applied in the

free cell at steady-state to prevent congestion from increasing

and eventually saturating the section.

Varying the speed limit in the free cell, which is the only

controllable part of the section, will cause the system to reach

a different steady-state value without modifying the number

of vehicles, hence complying with the hypothesis of equal

boundary flows. This corresponds to just a redistribution of

vehicles inside the section, changing the number of vehicles

in the free cell and congested cell while moving l.

Result 1: Holding the hypothesis of constant and equal

boundary flows smaller than maximum flow, and given a set

of initial condition (ρ0f , ρ
0
c , l

0), such a system converges to

the following equilibrium states (see Fig.3):

ρ∞f =
ϕ̄in

vf

ρ∞c = ρm −
ϕ̄out

w

l∞ =
N0 − ρ∞f L

ρ∞c − ρ∞f
=

wvfN0 − ϕ̄inLw

wvfρm − ϕ̄outvf − ϕ̄inw

where N0, the initial number of vehicles, is calculated as:

N0 = ρ0f (L− l0) + ρ0c l
0

Since the global metric TTT is not impacted by regulation

via variable speed limits under the problem’s hypotheses,

Problem 1 results to be equivalent to the simpler problem:

Problem 2: Given system Σ3 and a constant ᾱ for every

traffic light, find the optimal speed limit

v∗f = argmin
vf

{E + σ1ITT − σ3TTD}

under

vf ∈ Uv = {vf : vmin ≤ vf ≤ vmax}

l ∈ Ul = {l : 0 ≤ l ≤ L}

B. Simulation results

In the following the cost functions of Problem 2 are

normalized to their respective maximum value, for the sake

of comparison. The selection of the weights σ represents

an additional degree of freedom, depending on the priority

one is willing to give to each cost function in the overall

objective function. Although the main interest of this work

is the energy consumption reduction, the weights choice
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Fig. 4: Energy consumption, ITT and TTD normalized and

represented as a function of vf . Cost functions for both

system Σ2 and Σ3 are reported in the graph.

TABLE I: Simulation parameters

Parameter Description Value Unit

L section length 300 m
w congestion propagation speed 21.6 km/h

vmax max velocity 50 km/h
vmin min velocity 10 km/h
ρm jam density 133 veh/km
ᾱ traffic light split ratio 1/3

amax max acceleration 3 m/s2

∆k discretization step 1 s
T simulation horizon 600 s

ρ0
f

initial condition for ρf 10 veh/km

ρ0c initial condition for ρc 120 veh/km

l0 initial condition for l 200 m

(σ1, σ3) = (1.2, 0.2) was made to give a higher priority to

the ITT, in order not to penalize much the traveling time; the

TTD is only lightly weighted, so that the energy cost still

has importance in the optimization problem.

In Fig.4 it is shown how the difference between the cost

functions computed on systems Σ2 and Σ3 is minor, proving

that the simplification introduced with the averaging method

does not compromise the analysis. In simulation it is possible

to obtain the total cost of Problem 2 as a function of the only

variable speed limit vf , and it results to be convex within

the constraints interval with a local minimum. It is found

that v∗f = 26 km/h (see Fig.(5)) solves Problem 2, resulting

in a reduction of energy consumption of about 29%, paying

in terms of ITT which increases by 27% and of TTD which

decreases by 22%, with respect to the case vf = vmax. The

total objective function of Problem 2 is reduced by 17% w.r.t.

the worst choice of vf , and by 6.5% w.r.t. the standard speed

limit of 50 km/h.

It is natural at this point to apply the optimal velocity v∗f
that solves Problem 1 for system Σ3, to the original system

Σ2 in which the traffic lights are modeled with the switching

variable α. Imposing the same hypothesis of equal boundary

flows, achievable by using traffic lights with same phase and

cycle times, it is possible to compare the time evolution of
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Fig. 6: Time evolution of the two systems Σ2 and Σ3 for the

optimal value of velocity v∗f .

the state variables of Σ2 and Σ3 and note how the average

system Σ3 tracks closely the true average of Σ2 (see Fig.6).

Using the proposed energy cost function, which is insensitive

to temporal accelerations, system Σ2 appears to be more

energy-expensive by only 1.5% for v∗f = 26 km/h. ITT on

Σ2 is smaller by 1%, while TTD is almost identical.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work a new version of the Variable Length Model,

adapted to the urban framework and regulation via variable

speed limits, has been employed to simulate traffic flow

evolution. Macroscopic traffic performance metrics have

been defined to assess the behavior of the system at steady-

state and, under the conditions imposed for the solution of

Problem 1, it has been shown that there exists a velocity

v∗f that minimizes the total objective function, resulting

in a trade-off between energy consumption reduction and

penalization of ITT and TTD.

Future developments will involve the design of a control

strategy to track the optimal velocity both in the case of

equal boundary flows and in presence of fluctuations in

the inflow. The controller should be able to increase the

responsiveness of the system to the speed advisory and

guarantee robustness to variations in the upstream demand,

by limiting the excessive inflow via variable speed limits. The

macroscopic energy consumption model could be improved

for assessment of Σ2 by taking into account also temporal

accelerations besides spatial ones. Moreover, it is interesting

to look at the effects of concatenation of successive sections

on the selection of the optimal speed limit. Validation of

the model and the eco-driving strategy in a microscopic

simulator is also of primary importance.
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